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bstract

Fuel cells and hydrogen storages, eventually integrated in hybrid power systems with hydrogen production from renewables, represent an
nteresting option for small stationary applications such as power generation in remote sites beyond the grid or back up power for telecom stations.

This paper deals with the CESI RICERCA experiences on a polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) power system fuelled with the hydrogen
upplied by a metal hydride storage. The power system consists of three ReliOn Independence 1000 PEFC units, a battery bank and a 3.3 kWe
C–AC converter (inverter). The hydrogen storage is made of LaNi5 type powders and can supply more than 6 Nm3 of hydrogen per discharge

ycle. The PEFC units, the inverter and the hydrogen storage performances were characterised. These subsystems were integrated into an automated
ower generation system and connected to a local grid including other power generators, power quality analysers, energy storage systems and
lectrical loads.
The main features of the integrated system are analysed herein. In particular the overall system stability upon cycling, the heat transfer issues
nd the possibility of recovering the fuel cell waste heat to extract hydrogen from the metal hydrides are discussed. Finally, during grid-connected
perations, the power quality indexes were measured and found in agreement with the EN 50160 standard.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Hydrogen represents an important option to store energy in a
ong-term scenario of fluctuating power generation from renew-
ble sources (solar and wind). Independently of the primary
nergy sources used for hydrogen production (fossil fuel with
arbon dioxide sequestration, nuclear, renewable), R&D efforts
ust be focused henceforward on hydrogen related technolo-

ies, such as fuel cells and advanced storage systems.
Fuel cells represent the ideal system to efficiently and cleanly

onvert the hydrogen chemical energy into electricity. Low
emperature polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) could be an

nteresting option for small (<10 kW) stationary applications
n remote sites, integrated in hybrid systems with photovoltaic
PV) panels and batteries and/or coupled with hydrogen gener-

� Fuel Cell Science and Technology, Scientific Advances in Fuel Cell Systems,
urin, 13–14 September 2006, Oral presentation, Ref. FC198.
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tion from renewables [1–4]. The back up power systems for
ase transceiver stations of telecom operators [5–7] represent
nother interesting application for PEFC units. As a matter of
act the costs of traditional lead acid battery back up power
lants is rather high, due to periodic battery replacement, mainte-
ance costs and disposal fees and telecom operators are looking
or alternative technologies. Some manufacturers are currently
eveloping PEFC units with a few kWe output for this market
8] and small series productions are already available.

Field tests of grid connected and stand alone small stationary
EFC units are in progress. Among them different hybrid sys-

ems are under testing that combine fuel cell units with renewable
ources (wind or solar) and electric storage systems to power
emote site customers [5,6,9]. Modelling activities are focus-
ng the optimisation of the component size and the operating
trategies of hybrid systems including fuel cells, batteries, pho-

ovoltaic panels, small wind turbines, electrolysers for hydrogen
roduction directly from renewables, etc. [10–13].

Nevertheless several features of these innovative power sys-
ems are worth to be systematically investigated. Hydrogen

mailto:Mauro.Scagliotti@cesiricerca.it
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2006.11.006
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torage based on metal hydrides have to face a number of charge
nd discharge cycles without loosing their storage capability.
aste heat from fuel cells should be used to extract the hydro-

en from the metal hydrides and heat transfer is a critical issue
n full-scale devices. Performances and reliability of the avail-
ble PEFC units have to be assessed. Finally the electric power
ystem behaviours in stand alone and grid connected configura-
ions have to be investigated with a view both to the end user and
o the electric network. The capability of following typical end
ser load profiles and of satisfying the power quality standards
as to be verified.

This paper deals with the CESI RICERCA experimental
ctivities on a PEFC power system fuelled with hydrogen stored
n metal hydrides and connected to a low voltage grid with dis-
ributed generators, power quality, energy storage systems and
everal kinds of electrical loads. Results of the single component
haracterisations as well as of the integrated system behaviour
re reported and discussed.

. Experimental

The integrated system realised at CESI RICERCA and
chematically represented in Fig. 1 is described herein.

The 6.5 Nm3 capacity hydrogen storage was set up by using
ommercial intermetallic powders (LabTech Int. Ltd., Sofia,
ulgaria). The intermetallic is of the LaNi5 type, with nickel
artially substituted by aluminium (LaNi4.65Al0.35).

The PEFC power system consists of three 1 kWe PEFC
nits, a battery bank and a 3.3 kWe DC–AC converter (inverter).

ll these items were supplied by SGS future Srl (Cavalese
N, Italy). The PEFC units are ReliOn Independence 1000
ith a 48 V DC regulated output. The Independence 1000
nits are based on the proprietary “Hot-Swappable Modu-

c
r

h

ig. 1. Scheme of the integrated systems (FE1, 2—hydrogen mass flow controller; FE
auges; SCR—thyristor unit; Wout—electric power output meter).
ources 171 (2007) 122–129 123

ar Cartridge TechnologyTM” and include six cartridges of 10
ells each. The battery bank consists of two groups of four
2 V/79 Ah sealed Pb type batteries. The DC–AC converter
as realised following CESI RICERCA specifications. It is
400 V AC, three-phase inverter based on three single-phase
unny Boy 1100LV units with a maximum rated efficiency
f 92%.

The behaviour of each of the three PEFC units connected to
he battery bank was investigated both in steady state conditions,
ith gradually increasing load, and during steep load changes. A
ater-cooled electronic load (TDI Dynaload, model WCL 488)
as used for this tests.
The hydrogen flow rate into each PEFC unit was measured by

eans of a 20 Nl min−1 full-scale mass flow meter (MKS Instru-
ents GmbH). The meter was previously calibrated by means

f a MKS Califlow type A200, Serial Number 95081001N (ref-
rence conditions T = 0 ◦C and p = 760 mmHg). The uncertainty
as certified to be below the 0.7% of the full scale in the whole
perating range between 2 and 20 Nl min−1. The flow data were
easured every 2 s, corrected by means of the flow meter cali-

ration curve and averaged over a period of at least half an hour.
drum was inserted in the hydrogen line between the PEFC

nit and the flow meter in order to mitigate the disturbances due
o the periodic purges of the dead end anodic compartment of
he PEFC.

The hydrogen flow during the metal hydride storage charg-
ng was measured and regulated by means of two 200 Nl min−1

ull-scale mass flow controllers (MKS Instruments GmbH). A
aximum flow rate was fixed that limits the first minutes of
harging phase, whereas most of the charge occurs at lower flow
ates up to a complete saturation.

In all the experiments described in this paper 99.999% pure
ydrogen from pressurised cylinder packs was used. The carbon

3—hydrogen flow meter; PH2—pressure gauge; Tin, out—PT100 temperature
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onoxide content was analysed on a few hydrogen cylinder
atches and was always found lower than 0.15 ppm.

The PEFC power system and the hydrogen storage were
oupled and automated. A control system was set up in a
abVIEWTM environment to manage the automatic hydrogen
torage charge and discharge cycles.

Finally the integrated system was connected to a local low
oltage grid through the DC–AC converter, together with a
3 kWe photovoltaic panel field and a 42 kWe Redox battery
84 kWh capacity). The PV field and the Redox are two of several
enerating and storage systems that constitute the distributed
eneration test facility realised at CESI RICERCA within the
E FP5 DISPOWER project. A programmable load was used to

imulate end user load profiles and Wally Teamware grid analy-
ers, in power quality configuration, were used to measure power
uality indexes with reference to the EN 50160 standard “Volt-
ge characteristics of electricity supplied by public distribution
ystems”.

. Results and discussion

Experimental results on single subsystems and on the com-
lete integrated system are presented and discussed hereinafter.
t first the hydrogen storage, the three PEFC units and the

nverter were separately tested and characterised.

.1. Metal hydride hydrogen storage scale up

A nickel based, AB5 type, intermetallic was chosen as storage
edium as it offers the possibility of storing large amount of

ydrogen in a safe and compact way (see for example [14] and
eferences therein). For small stationary application, the low
ravimetric hydrogen density of this hydride is not a critical
ssue.

A small unit, named hydrogen storage (HS) 140 (Table 1),
as realised to optimise the metal hydride powder composition
nd to check the storage cyclability. Nickel was substituted by
ifferent percents of aluminium, starting from the LaNi5 refer-
nce composition, in order to maximise the amount of hydrogen
hat is deliverable at a useful pressure to feed a PEFC operating

able 1
ain characteristics of the hydrogen storage prototypes of increasing capacity

eveloped and tested at CESI RICERCA

Parameter HS140 HS3000 HS6500

Length (mm) 460 1100 470a

Diameter (mm) 48 135 30a

Number of internal tubes Single tube Single tube 37
Powder weight (kg) 1.4 30 50
H2 storage capacity (Nl) 194 3500 6840
Pressure at room temperature

(bar)
2 4 30b

Output pressure (bar a) >1.5 >1.5 >1.7
H2 volume exchanged (Nl) ≈140 ≈2800 ≈6000
H2 volume exchanged with

respect to the first charge (%)
72 80 88

a Single tube length and diameter.
b Maximum allowable pressure.
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ear ambient pressure. Finally the LaNi4.65Al0.35 composition
as chosen for the storage scale up.
The second prototype storage, named HS3000 and having

n internal fin tube heat exchanger (Table 1), was used for pre-
iminary tests coupled with a PEFC. The HS6500 storage is the
ast one of the prototypes realised and tested at CESI RICERCA
Table 1). It contains about 50 kg of LaNi4.65Al0.35 powders dis-
ributed into 37 dead end tubes welded onto a flange. The tube
undle is fully immersed into a vessel that is circulated by the
ooling/heating media, usually water and/or glycol. A stainless
teel structure was realised that is able to safely operate up to an
nternal pressure of 30 bar.

It should be pointed out that this storage was designed and
et up only for testing purposes and the total weight was not
ptimised.

.2. ReliOn Independence 1000 PEFC unit testing

The ReliOn units are PEFC power systems specifically
esigned for back up and premium power purposes and are
urrently under testing, among others, in several telecom base
ransceiver stations. The cartridge structure assures modularity
nd reliability to the whole system. The fuel cell unit is per-
anently connected to a battery bank and operates as a battery

harger. The batteries supply the energy required for the start up
rom the “cold state” (defined as “condition of a fuel cell power
ystem at ambient temperature with no power input or output”
15]). The units are air-cooled and can be fed with industrial
rade (99.95% pure) hydrogen.

The three ReliOn PEFC units were independently charac-
erised at the CESI RICERCA fuel cell testing facilities. An
lectronic load was used in the constant current mode to set the
esired load values. Data from each unit were acquired by using
proprietary software supplied by ReliOn.

Start-up and shut down both in manual and remote modes
ere investigated. The data reported in Fig. 2 were recorded dur-

ng a remotely controlled start-up. No external load was applied

uring this test. In a short time the power system is ready to sup-
ly power. After a short transient the fuel cell output becomes
table around 150 W. This is the power consumed by few ancil-
ary components, like the air blower and the unit control system,

ig. 2. Start up (remote mode test) on a ReliOn Independence 1000 power
ystem. Behaviour of the mean cartridge temperature and of the cartridge power
utput during the first hour of functioning without external electrical load.
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power output. This unit was operated at an average laboratory
temperature of 18.5 ± 1.3 ◦C during the test, while the cartridge
temperature, that is automatically set by the unit control system,
C. Bossi et al. / Journal of Po

nd that is required to maintain the unit in the “stand-by state”
15] (DC power output null, but unit ready to supply power).

The complete thermal stabilisation required more time. Start-
ng from a laboratory temperature of 15 ◦C, about 15 min were
eeded to reach 30 ◦C, whereas a steady “stand-by state” was
btained after 40 min (Fig. 2).

Different load tests were carried out. The load was increased
tep by step from the “stand-by state” up to the full load state,
hus allowing the cell and cartridge voltage current characteris-
ics to be recorded. The rated power was reached and maintained
n thermal equilibrium conditions by all the three units. A homo-
eneous behaviour of the cell and cartridge voltages was noticed
nder load conditions in all the units.

The response of each power system connected to the battery
ank as a function of steep load rising of increasing amplitude
as investigated too. Typical results obtained onto one of the

hree ReliOn units are reported in Fig. 3.
The unit was maintained in the stand-by state for about 30 min

o allow a complete thermal and electric stabilisation. A steep
oad rise was set by means of the electronic load operating in the
onstant current mode. The load was maintained for 1 h allowing
complete stabilisation to be achieved and steady state data to
e recorded. The external load was then shut off and again the
odule was kept for half an hour in the stand-by state. This cycle
as repeated five times with current steps of 10, 12, 14, 16 and
5 A (Fig. 3) set by the electronic load.

The first step roughly corresponds to the half load power sys-
em net output. An average power output at the DC–DC converter
erminals of 488 We was actually measured. The difference
etween the average net unit power output and the average PEFC
utput, due to the internal power consumption of the unit ancil-
ary equipment, was of about 180 We, a few tenths We more than
he power consumed by the unit in the stand-by state (≈150 We).

The fuel cell unit connected to the battery bank quickly sat-
sfied the steep electronic load demand from 10 A up to 15 A

Fig. 3), corresponding to a net module power output around
70 We (3/4 of the rated power). The fuel cell power system
lectric parameters (cartridge voltage and current, DC–DC con-
erter output) reached the new corresponding steady state in few

ig. 3. Cycles of steep load demands and stand-by states carried out on one
f the three ReliOn power systems connected to the battery bank. The load
teps were set by the electronic load operating at the following constant currents
10, 12, 14, 16 and 15 A). The cartridge power output and the mean cartridge
emperature are shown during the cycles.
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enths of seconds. Only very few transient points were recorded
uring the load rising step (data storage time interval of 15 s).

On the contrary, the response to the 16 A step rise (Fig. 3),
orresponding to a stabilised average net unit output of 829 We,
as more difficult. The unit power output initially decreases,

eaving the battery bank to satisfy the load demand. The fuel
ell unit slowly recovered, and for a certain time exceeded the
xpected power output. During this time the fuel cell unit gen-
rated both the energy to recharge the battery bank and that
equired by the electronic load. Only after about 10 min a steady
ower output (1014 We average at the cartridge bus and 829 We
verage at the DC–DC converter terminals) was achieved.

This behaviour essentially depends on the battery bank capac-
ty. This parameter has therefore to be carefully set on the basis
f the desired dynamic response of the integrated system.

It should be pointed out, however, that during the 16 A load
tep transient the ReliOn unit was always in operation and the
onditions for the automatic shut down were never reached.

The cell, cartridge and unit parameters were recorded in dif-
erent, fully stabilised, load conditions together with the flow rate
f the supplied hydrogen. These data were averaged and used to
alculate the electrical efficiencies of cells, cartridges and power
ystems with respect to the hydrogen lower (33.33 kWh kg−1)
nd higher (39.41 kWh kg−1) heating values.

In Fig. 4a and b, the LHV and HHV electrical efficiencies
f one of the three units are shown as a function of the net DC
ig. 4. LHV (a) and HHV (b) electrical efficiencies measured on one of the three
eliOn power systems as a function of the net DC power system output. Both

he electrical efficiencies of the cell cartridge assembly and the net efficiencies
f the whole power system (DC–DC converter output) are reported.
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anged between 35 ◦C in the stand-by state and 48 ◦C at the maxi-
um rated power output. As expected, the efficiency measured at

he cartridge bus bar (unregulated DC voltage) was almost com-
letely independent of the net DC power output in a wide range
rom partial load (0.5 kWe) to full load (1.0 kWe). In this range
he cell efficiency is between 47% and 48% (LHV). The voltage
f a fuel cell decreases as the current density increases, thereby
ecreasing the fuel cell efficiency. In real devices this effect
s combined with different losses due to ancillary components,
hus resulting in a more complex behaviour of the electric effi-
iency versus power output. The higher cell efficiency at partial
oad can be appreciated only on the cartridge efficiency, which
s almost independent of the power output in a wide range, and
lightly decreases at the maximum rated power. The behaviour
f the electrical efficiency of the complete unit, calculated by
sing the regulated net DC power output, is more affected by
he energy consumption of the unit ancillary components, typi-
ally between 150 and 180 We, that weights more at the lower
ower outputs.

The maximum net DC efficiency was reached in the three
nits at the rated power of about 1 kWe. At this operating con-
ition all the three units exhibited peak net DC efficiencies
round 40% (LHV) and 34% (HHV) or slightly better and
xceeding in any case the rated performances indicated by the
anufacturer.

.3. Electrical characterisation of the PEFC power system,
attery bank and DC/AC converter system

The efficiency of the electrical board, composed of three
ingle phase DC–AC inverters, control system, measurement
nd protection devices, to interface the AC grid was calculated
tarting from the results of the hydrogen consumption and the
lectric output measurements. The efficiency of this subsystem
s around 89% in a wide power range and slightly decreases to

8% at full power output of the PEFC power system (3.0 kW).
he efficiency curve is shown in Fig. 5.

The net AC efficiency of the PEFC power system at the rated
ower of 3 kWe is therefore 35% (LHV) and 30% (HHV). A

ig. 5. DC–AC converter (inverter) efficiency as a function of the net AC electric
ower output.
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ig. 6. Metal hydride storage charging phase at constant 5.7 bar g pressure, end
f charge when the gas flow rate decreases below 5 Nl min−1.

eak net AC efficiency of 36% (LHV) was calculated between
.0 and 2.5 kWe.

.4. PEFC and metal hydride hydrogen storage coupling

The HS6500 hydrogen storage was coupled with the PEFC
ower system into an automated integrated system.

At first a few tests were performed to verify the proper
unctioning behaviours of each component of the experimental
ircuit. In particular the PEFC units were conditioned follow-
ng the constructor specifications and the HS6500 storage was
harged for the first time. A total amount of 6840 Nl of hydrogen
ere stored in about 90 min with a maximum flow rate fixed at
50 Nl min−1 by means of a mass flow controller. The charg-
ng phase was interrupted when the flow rate decreased below
Nl min−1. Previous tests carried out on the same storage, how-
ver, indicated that the same amount of hydrogen could be stored
lso in shorter times (about 7 Nm3 in 14 min).

Then the influence of the different parameters was
nvestigated in order to define, among others, a standard
harge/discharge cycle to be repeated automatically for a statis-
ically meaningful number of times. In particular the effects of
he gas pressure and the water temperature during the hydrogen
harge/discharge, as well as the effects of the external electric
oad demand were studied.
At the end the following operating conditions (Figs. 6 and 7)
ere defined for the automatic cycling.
In Fig. 6, a typical charging curve of the HS6500 is reported.

he hydrogen is stored into the metal hydride storage at the

ig. 7. Metal hydride storage discharging phase at 3.0 bar g regulated pressure.
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ressure of 5.7 bar g and at the maximum allowed flow rate of
00 Nl min−1. The charge is stopped when the pressure in the
torage reaches 5.7 bar g with the hydrogen flow rate that is typ-
cally below 5 Nl min−1. In this conditions, the charging phase
asts about 70 min.

A typical HS6500 discharge phase to feed the PEFC power
ystem is shown in Fig. 7. The hydrogen discharge to feed the
EFC power system is started when the HS6500 temperature
eached 43 ◦C. This can be defined as the storage “hot stand-
y state”. In fact, at this temperature, the storage can promptly
atisfy any kind of hydrogen demand from the PEFC power
ystem maintaining the gas pressure above the 0.7 bar g limit
t which PEFC units automatically shut down. The HS6500
emperature is then regulated in order to keep the hydrogen
elivered to the three PEFC unit inlets at 3 bar g. A limitation is
lso fixed on the maximum thermal power that can be supplied
o the hydrogen storage (Fig. 7). This thermal power should
ever exceed the maximum amount of usable heat that is pro-
uced by the fuel cell. This limit is set to assess the possibility
f recovering the heat produced by the fuel cell to extract the
ydrogen from the storage. The PEFC power system AC output
s increased step by step to the rated power in 4 min as follows:
.6 kWe at t = 0 min, 1.5 kWe at t = 1 min, 2.1 kWe at t = 2 min
nd 2.95 kWe at t = 4 min. The flow rate of the hydrogen sup-
lied to the PEFC power system increases with the electric power
utput.

To reach the stand-by state the HS6500 has to be heated inde-
endently of the fuel cell operation. The amount of thermal
nergy required depends on several parameters, including the
mbient temperature and, during continuous automatic cycling,
n the water temperature at the end of the hydrogen charg-
ng phase. In any case an average 1.4 kWth is estimated to be
eeded to reach the stand-by state of the HS6500 storage. A
uitable optimisation of the water circuit, however, is expected
o significantly lower this amount of energy.

During 3 bar g regulated discharging phases, such as the one
eported in Fig. 7, an average 2.58 kWth is supplied to the
S6500 storage to maintain the full PEFC AC power output
f 2.95 kWe. This power is roughly twice that expected on the
asis of literature data on the energy required to extract hydrogen
rom LaNi5 intermetallics. Once again there is a wide mar-
in for the optimisation of the heat transfer between the metal
ydride powders and the cooling/heating medium with respect
o the HS6500 design. But in any case the thermal energy is far
elow the amount of heat produced by a fuel cell power system
perating at a steady 3 kWe output.

The PEFC units used in the present experiments are air-cooled
nd operate at rather low temperatures, but water cooled PEFCs
unctioning between 60 and 70 ◦C are available. The direct ther-
al coupling of a LaNi5 based hydrogen storage and a PEFC is

easible and is needed to keep an overall acceptable efficiency
f the integrated system.

A statistically meaningful number of complete cycles were

arried out on the integrated system in the above-mentioned
perating conditions. In Fig. 8, the total amount of hydrogen
xchanged in more than 50 complete cycles is reported. The
torage performances were stable over all this cycling period.

R
t

b

ig. 8. Results of an automated cycling test on the PEFC–hydrogen storage
ntegrated system. Total amount of hydrogen discharged during each cycle as a
unction of the number of cycles.

p to now, after about 100 cycles, no appreciable decay of the
S6500 storage prototype performances was noticed.

.5. Behaviour of the integrated system in a local grid
ncluding PV panels, a Redox battery and a programmable
oad simulating an end user demand

Finally the integrated system described in this paper was con-
ected to the Distributed Generation test facility settled at CESI
ICERCA for power quality tests. This facility was supported
y the European Community within the DISPOWER project of
he 5th Framework Programme and by the National Research
roject named GENDIS 21.

The test facility consists of renewable generators, co-
eneration plants, energy storage systems and controllable loads
hat can be connected to different points of an automated low
oltage grid working in radial, ring and meshed configurations.

For our testing purposes the PEFC power system was con-
ected to the test facility grid in radial configuration together
ith several photovoltaic modules for a total nominal power of
4 kWe, a 42 kWe/2 h Vanadium Redox Battery, a programmable
nd remotely controllable resistive–inductive three-phase load
f 100 kWe plus 70 kVAR. The overall scheme of the test is
hown in Fig. 9. A Wally Teamware grid analyser in Power Qual-
ty configuration was used to measure Power Quality indexes and
as placed on the secondary side of the MV/LV transformer.
wo Wally grid analysers were placed onto the Redox and PV

ines, respectively, for transient analysis.
Different parameters including voltage, current, frequency,

ctive and reactive power, power factor were sampled every 2 s
y SIEMENS SIMEAS T meters connected to the feeders as
ndicated in Fig. 9.

A typical day of testing consisted of a 5 kWe step increase
f the programmable load from 0 to 15 kWe and a 3 kWe step
ncrease from 15 to 24 kWe followed by a 8 kWe step decrease to
kWe. During this period the PEFC power systems contributed
ith a maximum output of 2.65 kWe, the maximum power from

edox battery and PV modules was of 25 and 10 kWe, respec-

ively.
The PEFC power system integrated in the grid with Redox

attery and PV system did not have any adverse effect on Power
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Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the local grid used for the PEFC power system
Teamware grid analyser in power quality configuration; PRL: programmable electric
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ig. 10. Noise on DC bus during PEFC power production of 2.65 kW
500 ms/div, 200 mV/div).

uality indicators (harmonic distortion, frequency variation,
icker, etc.).

The variations of the PQ indicators resulted always small
nd remained within the values indicated in IEC standards EN
0160 “Voltage characteristics of electricity supplied by public
istribution systems” during all the operating conditions.

In particular on the AC side the PEFC inverters provide an
lmost sinusoidal current curve and the content of classical har-
onics up to 2.5 kHz (EN50160) is unimportant. Actually, the
odest perturbation caused by each IGBT (Insulated Gate Bipo-

ar Transistor) switching at the 16 kHz frequency could give
ome problems only in case of using the power cable for com-
unication (power line communication). This perturbation is

resent also on DC bus so that the PEFC is subjected to spikes
up to 600 mV) and ripples when works in grid connected mode
s shown in Fig. 10.
. Conclusions

A metal hydride storage system was successfully scaled up
tarting from commercial LaNi4.65Al0.35 powders. A prototype

i
D

f

test in grid connected mode (M: power, current and voltage meter; W: Wally
load).

amed HS6500, with a tubular structure filled with 50 kg of metal
ydride powders and a useful capacity of 6 Nm3 of hydrogen,
as set up.
PEFC power systems from ReliOn were carefully charac-

erised and connected to a local distributed generation grid
hrough a DC/AC converter (inverter). The power system
ehaviours during the start up, the stand by and on load states
ere analysed. Steady state data were recorded and the elec-

ric efficiency was calculated as a function of the power output.
he maximum net DC efficiencies of all the fuel cell units were

ound around 40% (LHV) and 34% (HHV) or slightly better and
xceed the manufacturer specifications. The inverter efficiency
as found around 89% in a wide operation range.
Then the hydrogen storage and PEFC power system were

oupled into an automated and integrated power generation sys-
em that was characterised and cycled. Up to now, after about 100
ycles, no appreciable decay of the HS6500 storage prototype
erformances was noticed.

Heat transfer between the metal hydride powders and the
ooling/heating medium is a critical issue. In any case, upon the
ptimisation of the heat transfer processes in the storage sys-
em, the direct thermal coupling with a water-cooled fuel cell
perating around 60–70 ◦C appears feasible. The thermal cou-
ling with the cell is required to maintain an acceptable overall
fficiency of the whole power system.

Finally the PEFC power system was successfully operated in
rid-connected mode. A peak net AC efficiency of 36% (LHV)
as calculated between 2.0 and 2.5 kWe for the power system

onnected to the grid. All the power quality complied with the
N 50160 standard “Voltage characteristics of electricity sup-
lied by public distribution systems”. Only small perturbations
aused by each IGBT switching at the 16 kHz frequency were
oticed.
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